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FCF 0.053 0.020 0.042 0.076 0.053
NWC 0.231 0.102 0.080 0.339 0.771
Sigma 0.027 0.014 0.021 0.034 0.021
MV 1.246 0.967 1.114 1.358 0.482




Independent Variable    
 1.612*** 1.471*** 1.512*** 1.370***
?0.000? ?0.000? ?0.000? ?0.000?
 0.137 0.1710 0.129 0.080
?0.329? ?0.210? ?0.370? ?0.570?
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Intercept 0.662*** 0.714*** 0.664*** 0.718***
?0.000? ?0.000? ?0.000? ?0.000?
Adjusted Rsquared 0.440 0.463 0.442 0.466
Observations 13,039 13,039 13,039 13,039
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